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REVITALIZE TECHNOLOGY FOR LOW EARTH ORBIT
APPLICATIONS




MAINTAIN FUNDAMENTAL R&T BASE
BROADEN PARTICIPATION OF UNIVERSITIES
EXTEND TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT TO IN-SPACE
EXPERIMENTATION







• ENGINEERING DATA BASE















SPACE RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY BASE
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS
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r' DISCIPLINE RESEARCH FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS
SPACE R&T





SPACE ENERGY CONVERSION R&T
PROPULSION R&T
MATERIALS AND STRUCTURES R&T
SPACE DATA AND COMM. R&T
INFORMATION SCIENCES R&T









































































































































































































• ADVANCED SPACE STATION
• VARIABLE GRAVITY FACILITY
• LUNAR BASES
• ADVANCED POWER SYSTEMS
GLOBAL CHANGE TECHNOLOGY








• DESIGNS FROM NATURE
• SUPERCONDUCTORS
GIJ-0041A
SPACE RESEARCH & TECHNOLOGY BASE
INCREASED EMPHASIS FOR FUTURE
CO
• SOFTWARE ENGINEERING




• TECHNOLOGY FOR SELF REPAIR
• BASIC RESEARCH IN "INHERENT RELIABILITY"
• MICROSAT TECHNOLOGY
• WORLD MODELING DATA SYSTEMS
GIJ-0030A
SPACE RESEARCH & TECHNOLOGY BASE




















Objectiveis to develop methods, technologies,and skillsto enable NASA tocost-effectively
specify,build,and manage reliablecomplex software which is evolvable and maintainable
over and extended period of time.
Objectiveis to study the suitabilityin the space environment of the new and rapidly evolving
classofhigh temperature superconducting materials to a varietyof space applications
including sensors, processors,power, and propulsion.
Objectiveisto enhance the on-going (CSTI and R&T Base) effortin sensors, communications,
large space structures,and precisionsegmented reflectorswith a complementary program in optics.
Included are improvements in opticalperformance, adaptive optics,distributedapertures,and
enhanced modeling capability.
Objective is to enhance the proceedure, tools, and theories used by space system designers
to improve control system evaluation time by a factor of 40. Currently evaluation of control
system performance isthe limitingfactorin option/tradestudies and annomally response. O O
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Objectiveisto enhance the capability to inspect,monitor, evaluate,and validate space =13
materials and structures both pre- and in-flight in order to assure a very high level of 0 _"
initial and continued reliability. {::)
;_r-
Objective is to develop self-diagnostic capabilities extending to the ability to select
g::) "U
alternative modes of operating and/or to substitute back-up components/equipment. Efforts C:: ]l_
willinclude faultcompensating architecturesfor data processors and power integrated :I_ if)
r-rrl
circuits,as well as monitoring and control approaches forother spacecrftsubsystems such
as power and attitudecontrol. _
Objectiveisto conduct studiesand evaluations seeking break-throughs in inherent reliability
on the order of the reliabilityof transistorsover vacuum tubes. For example, the power
integrated circuit(PIC) promises to produce power systems with the reliabilityand reduced
partscounts associated with conventional integrated circuits.
Objectiveistoevaluate the technologiesneeded formicro-spacecraft(5 to I0 kg) that are
high g-forcetolerant.These spacecraftcould be launched using chemical propulsion or a
rail-gunlauncher and used for sciencemissions including solarsystem exploration.
Objectiveisto develop the on-board capabilitytostore,analyze, and compare global models
ofthe earth with spacecraftsensor data. This effortcomplements the Software Engineering







BROADEN INVOLVEMENT IN SPACE ENGINEERING AND
STIMULATE INNOVATION IN TECHNOLOGY
OBJECTIVES:
- BUILD ENGINEERING SPECIALTIES
- STIMULATE CROSS-DISCIPLINE RESEARCH
- PROVIDE ENVIRONMENT FOR GENERATION
CONCEPTS
- INCREASE NUMBER OF U.S. GRADUATES
- SUSTAINED LONG-TERM COMMITMENT
OF INNOVATIVE
